
Saddle Creek Logistics Gets a 
Stronger, Better, Faster Website 

Delivering a New User Experience

Saddle Creek asked Roger West, who had already created their careers microsite, to 
redesign and develop a new corporate website that is fresh, functional, and fast. The 
Roger West team designed a modern, clean, engaging site that uses rich imagery and 
new videos for a more interactive user experience.

Roger West streamlined the site navigation, updated the resource center, and added a 
new section targeting specific personas so users could easily find what they are looking 
for while establishing Saddle Creek as a thought leader in logistics. The new website 
was built on WordPress for simpler content management, making it easier for the 
Saddle Creek team to maintain and update the site.

The new Saddle Creek site, with its sleek look and optimizations, delivered great results 
for the logistics company, driving new traffic and improving page load times.

Boosting Brand Appeal

Saddle Creek enjoyed the look and style of their new website so much that they 
asked Roger West to create updated brand guidelines to modernize and unify 
all their marketing efforts. Roger West created a fresh logo and visual identity to 
be used on whitepapers, banners, trade show booths, sales materials, and other 
marketing collateral.

56%
increase in 
new users via 
organic search 

73%
decrease in 
average page 
load time

58%
increase in user 
sessions via 
organic search 

Logistics

I N D U S T R Y

 — Website Development

 — Responsive  
Front-End Design

 — Video Production

 — WordPress &  
CMS Services 

 — Branding & Collateral

S O L U T I O N S

Saddle Creek’s website was slow 
and unresponsive, offering a 
poor user experience that wasn’t 
worthy of their brand. The site’s 
cumbersome architecture and 
broken links created a frustrating 
experience for visitors and users 
and proved difficult to manage or 
edit on the backend. The team at 
Saddle Creek had aspirations of 
making their new website targeted 
towards their buyer personas, with 
an easy-to-use resource center to 
generate more qualified leads.

C H A L L E N G E S

C A S E  S T U D Y

Who is Saddle Creek Logistics?

Saddle Creek Logistics, based in Lakeland, FL, offers omnichannel supply 
chain solutions that help their customers control costs, increase their speed to 
market and improve their service. Saddle Creek Logistics is solution-based and 
data-driven, offering customers the most advanced technologies and dynamic 
fulfillment, warehousing, and transportation services.  
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Big Things Comes  
in Small Packages 

What began as a website design and 
development project evolved into 
Roger West providing video production, 
messaging, SEO, and strategy services 
to Saddle Creek. The internal exercise 
of redoing the Saddle Creek website 
proved to be a valuable experience 
for both teams, helping them better 
understand their marketing goals and 
how to reach them.
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Distance

The distance your freight must travel is a key consideration when determining the best mode of transportation. 

Typically, options are as follows:
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When planning for an optimal transportation management solution, it can be helpful to consider the following factors.

5 Factors to Consider for  
Effective Outbound Transportation 

There are many variables to consider, but, as a rule of thumb, the longer the distance, the longer the time in transit and the higher 

the transportation costs. (Learn more about the current trend toward shorter lengths of haul on page 4.)

The need for final-mile services also impacts shipment cost. With the growth of ecommerce and omnichannel, demand is 

increasing for store deliveries, home delivery, white-glove and haul-away services. While the distance varies, these services 

cover the last leg of transportation and usually take place closer to the consignee. 

I N T E R N AT I O N A L

ocean, air, rail, parcel

C RO SS-CO U N T RY
truckload (TL), multi-stop TL, less than 

truckload (LTL), rail/intermodal, air, parcel

R E G I O N A L (<250 M I L E S)

truckload/LTL, parcel
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Transportation management is more complex today 

than ever before. In order to get products from Point 

A to Point B, shippers must navigate tight capacity, 

an on-going driver shortage, retail compliance 

issues, growing expectations for fast and affordable 

deliveries… the list goes on. 

At the same time, manufacturers, retailers and 

ecommerce companies alike face relentless pressure 

to control costs – an increasingly difficult task since 

transportation expenses represent almost two-thirds 

of total logistics costs.

To succeed in this challenging environment, shippers 

need to thoroughly understand these complexities 

and develop strategic transportation solutions to 

address them. The following guide is intended to 

offer support for this process.

Guide to Effective Transportation Management
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A GUIDE TO EFFECTIVE  
ECOMMERCE FULFILLMENT
Expanding from B2B to B2C

C A S E  S T U D Y

 If anybody needs to refresh their website, update their marketing strategy or enhance their SEO 

experience, Roger West is definitely who they should reach out to. We highly recommend them. 

They’ve been a great partner and we hope to work with them for many years to come.”

“
JILL JONES, 
Digital Marketing Manager, Saddle Creek Logistics
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